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How Chief Strategy Officers Align on Scaling To $10M ARR

As the Chief Strategy Officer, copious amount time would be spent on connecting the 
dots and identifying a clear set of choices to steer your organization to hit the 
bullseye quarter on quarter, year on year.  

As daunting it is to get the right components of business together to design your 
strategy, the real challenge lies in executing it to the T. This just sounds like getting 
the most advanced weapons ready from a design perspective, but if it doesn’t fire or 
even worse, if it misfires, the job is not done. 

John Doerr says, “Ideas are precious, but they’re relatively easy. It’s execution that is 
everything.” More often than not, as the one spearheading strategy development and 
execution, you will experience the ‘knowing-doing’ gap between a great idea and 
making it happen. How then, as the Captain of the Ship, do you come up with ways 
that could transform your plan into reality?   

As a leader who is in the stage of scaling up their business from $1 million to $10 
million ARR, the climb of taking it to $10 million, seems like a mammoth goal.  What 
you need is a  growth engine that can get you to $10 million and beyond. 

As part of their Scaling Series in Startup Growth Guide, Bessemer ventures gave the 
4 core pillars which are needed by companies to go from $1 to $10 million of annual 
recurring revenue (ARR. While every business is different and has its own nuances, 
they highlight that the key elements which characterize a business with strong 
growth potential, across each major business function are: 
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Product
Strong resonance 
with your ICP with
early signs of a
platform

Go-to-market
strategy
A repeatable, scalable 
sales motion with 
strong customer success

Finance
Strategic prioritization
of investment to drive
growth endurance and
capital efficiency

A full bench of
functional experts who 
complement the founding 
team’s expertise 

Team

https://www.bvp.com/startup-growth-guide
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Needless to say, what you need to get from $1M to $10M, along with a solid vision, is 
a team that rallies along with your idea. 

It is not a hidden secret that strategy deployment and strategy execution are core not 
only to the success of a CSO’s role but also to the growth story of the company. Why 
then, do both the CSO’s role and achieving the growth story with the right focus, 
seem so overwhelming to achieve? 

As companies scale and swell in the process of growth, most often their teams split, 
the alignment goes into flux, and believe it or not, while growth is on top of everyone’s 
mind, the culture and productivity of the company sometimes is at the most delicate 
stage! The challenge arrives when everyone understands and interprets the 
company’s strategy/growth plan in their own way, everyone is doing their bit to 
achieve, but not necessarily they are all in the same direction. 
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In our research, we have seen that strategy execution 
primarily is a challenge because collaborating, aligning, and 
communicating the key strategic levers of the company which 
are the pillars to its success, are most often not done right! 
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Aligning your people and teams to work in a way that their efforts, ideas, and plans 
contribute to moving the needle of your strategic priorities is a superpower you can 
never let go of, no matter the market conditions or business dynamic. And this very 
superpower of aligning, communicating, coordinating and collaborating on high-
priority areas is what the Objectives and Key Results methodology (OKRs) brings 
about. As the flag bearer of strategy execution, leveraging the OKR framework can 
help you align your teams vertically and horizontally, creating the much-needed 
agility and radical focus you need for achieving your most urgent and important goals. 
Want to know how? Click here to learn more about OKRs and Strategy Execution.

     

Align It To Nail It! 

The first step to executing any plan is? No, not just having the goal, but also 
communicating it in a way that everyone understands it just the way you want them 
to and the way you visualize it. You don't want to create the Whisper Challenge game 
with the strategic plans. However, there is a big rider here; OKRs are not a hand-me-
down framework where you cascade your goals to your teams, they are a connector 
that helps teams figure out how they in their capacity are going to contribute to 
achieving the outcomes that can change the business. This brings accountability, 
ownership and transparency to how teams are contributing to critical outcomes- both 
vertically and horizontally.  
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Flipping through success stories of companies that 
made it big, you will discover that the very key to 
achieving high growth at a sustainable and scalable pace 
is to make every employee in the company believe in, 
and contribute to, the big picture!

https://www.fitbots.com/okr-ebooks/okr-calendar-for-2022-q2
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Here’s a pro tip: Don’t want to align OKRs directly to teams? You can create squads 
and pods with experts from different teams/departments. Bring them together for 
special projects/market launches and see the power of scaling with collaboration and 
alignment in action. More on squads and pods here.  

1. Let your Objectives spell the message clearly 
Unlike in the traditional goal management systems, Objectives in OKRs are the north 
star or guiding light that tells the teams’ what are they to accomplish’ and what 
outcome would their efforts lead to. When the teams have visibility on this, the way 
they plan their efforts and focus on the outcomes is much more aligned and razor-
sharp. Let’s take an example of an Objective. If you want to increase the number of 
new users in your SaaS business from new markets which would add to your growth, 
your Objective statement would be “Penetrate new markets in the West Zone to 
increase ARR ”.

2. Let your Key Results do the talking 
Your Key Results should spell progress and to a great extent be quantitative. Key 
Results are not tasks/initiatives/actions taken by teams to achieve the objective. 
Instead, they should be the lighthouse telling you how close you are to your ultimate 
Objective.  

For example:  
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Horizontal alignmentVertical alignment

Try Alignment Boards on Fitbots

https://www.fitbots.com/try-it-free
https://www.fitbots.com/okr-ebooks/scale-with-okrs
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When you streamline your process, strengthen all product features to meet the 
demand of the new market, identify the right sales channels and target the right ICP, 
your possibility of increasing conversion should automatically be higher, if it isn’t, then 
its time to get back to the whiteboard and ask, what will increase my lead to 
conversion ratio along with your teams who make it happen? 

3. Your Key Results should lead you, not keep you in the dark

Key Results should be transparent, sharp, and keep giving you a sense of progress/
delay. If all your metrics need you to wait till the end of the quarter or year to get the 
real picture, you are missing the point of OKRs. They are to be real-time and show 
progress at frequent intervals. Want to know more about why? Click here.  

In the KR in the previous example:  Reduce CAC from USD 4000 to USD 2500 

For instance, increasing the number of leads and therefore the number of customers 
acquired might be your key eye on the prize, but are you continuously increasing your 
CAC Customer Acquisition Cost) in the process? If yes, would that impact your 
margins? Naturally. In such a case, a good leading metric to keep an eye on would be 
to control or even better reduce your CAC.  
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Objective: Penetrate new markets in the West to Increase our ARR 
  
KR 1    Increase lead to conversion ratio in segment 1 from 15% to 45% 
KR 2   Increase the number of trials from segment 2, 3 from 500 to 5000 
KR 3   Increase Annual Contract Value from USD 20,000  to USD 40,000 
KR 4   Reduce CAC per lead from USD 4000 to USD 2500  
KR 5   Increase ARR from USD 5 to 10 million 

https://www.fitbots.com/blog/choosing-only-the-key-results-that-matter
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A lot of efforts in the direction of increasing organic sources of tapping leads, 
increasing referral base leads, increasing freemium offerings to paid upgrades, 
increasing the number of free trial users, etc. might come up as key initiatives/
activities which would eventually help in reducing your CAC. As you keep stock of 
your CAC and the lead gen process linked to it, you can create a significant impact on 
your ARR through that. 

4. Don’t lose sight of your team’s efforts  

It’s not about just picking the metrics, the success of executing strategy with OKRs 
lies in looking at it week on week, to make it happen. It’s all about ensuring you and 
your teams are aligning your efforts in the right direction.  

Leadership reviews are one of the most powerful ways to sustain OKRs. If leaders are 
reviewing, coaching, and removing blockers in OKRs achievement, Teams would have 
a natural attraction to managing by OKRs. During Leadership reviews, look for cues 
on:

• KRs at risk and the team to which they’re aligned 

• What are the top blockers?  

• Are there any recurring blockers?  

• Any adjustments to be made to the OKRs?  

• How is the team morale? 

With Fitbots, now visualize your weekly progress to make quick decisions on your 
leading and lagging metrics. 
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Insights/Trends on Fitbots 

    

5. Create a culture of fearless innovation and ideation  

You don’t get it if you don’t stretch it: there is a new joke floating in the business 
world today, “70% is the new 100%”. While many might frown looking at this, a good 
thing to consider is, have you been achieving 100% year on year without really 
creating a significant impact on your bottom line? What use is that to the overall 
business growth? Now consider this, you took an aspirational target  - without the 
caveat of it impacting your team’s performance reviews, it’s all about creating a 
culture of experimentation and innovation without the fear of setback (read more on 
how you can build this). If your teams go all out to try to achieve the aspirational 
goals, their 70% is way beyond achieving 120% of the regular BAU and conservative 
goals. After all, wanting to go from $1 million to $10 Million in ARR is in itself a stretch 
goal, ain’t it? 

PS Do restrict caution on the element of stretch. Stretch goals should excite, 
encourage and empower your teams, where they feel proud of achieving an 
aspirational goal, let it not stretch them too thin that they get beaten by the stress of 
achieving it. 
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https://www.fitbots.com/try-it-free
https://www.fitbots.com/okr-ebooks/6-hacks-to-manage-compensation-and-okrs
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5. Don’t dismiss the power of critical leadership conversations 

 “When everyone understands the stretch element in the goals, it drives positive 
critical thinking led conversations which help teams understand how and what would 
make them achieve those metrics and what are the blockers that prevent them for 
doing so”  Visualizing such productive growth led conversations itself might give the 
much needed adrenaline rush to leaders like you! 

   

During leadership check-ins, speaking less is more. Practice active listening and 
encourage department heads/leads to sharing their understanding of the 
Organizational or Business group objectives. Ask open-ended questions to help them 
discover business metrics to be measured and what would make it aspirational. In 
short, ask them “What questions and not Why questions.” 

We’ve created a sample OKR for you to align with your goals of revenue generation. 

Company OKRs:
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Objective: Increase market penetration to exponentially grow revenues  
    
  KR 1         Increase average ACV from  $1.5M to $10M  
  KR 2        Increase new client acquisition in new markets from 3 to 20  
  KR 3        Increase annual revenues from USD 5 to USD 10 Million ARR

Tag KRs as ‘Focus’, ‘Aspirational’ or ‘Commit’.

https://www.fitbots.com/try-it-free
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Taking the instance of KR 1 Your increase from $1.5 million to $10 million will allow 
increasing the user base of your company from many more geographical areas, 
focusing on improving partnership-related account growth and also sales and 
customer success. All this can be done in parallel by, increasing product adoption by 
bringing in newer features needed for catering to the new markets and user base.  

Department OKRs: Crafted jointly by the Product team, Partnership team and Growth 
teams. Here’s how they would go about aligning themselves to KR2 

Objective: Increase our existing product offerings in order to increase product 

adoption and subscription 

Now, this is what beautifully knits into collaborative Key Results. Let’s see how each 
team would  take some key success metrics.  
 

Can you visualize the collaboration, stretch element and focus on achieving the right 
outcomes through these sets of OKRs? 
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Organization OKR

Department KR 1 Department KR 2 Department KR 3

Partnership team Product team Sales and CS team

KR 1      Increase expansion revenue in Top 10 partners from USD 5 to  
             USD 7 Million  
KR 2     Increase product adoption from 25% to 70% 
KR 3     Increase proposal to conversion ratio from 20% to 35%
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“When you involve your teams in creating your growth story, they treat it as their 
own, and you can drive outcomes using this like never before”.

As a leader when you say “I expect our sales process to impact our conversions from 
X to Y”, you push your teams to think “In order to achieve this, we’d need to 
completely rehaul our current process, identify the loopholes, build a more 
transparent process, etc. then you are involving them in achieving what matters most 
by aligning their most important efforts to most critical outcomes. Now that’s what 
OKRs bring about, aim higher, think better and work smarter about the steps you 
need to take to really achieve something. 

More than 60% of your OKRs should be defined by your employees, not leadership. If 
top leadership teams dictate the goals and trickle them down, you miss the most 
important aspect OKRs bring in - Alignment and Ownership.  

Invest early in your growth with the  Right OKR Management Platform.  

    

As you begin to visualize your strategy in action the challenge of ensuring the right 
people are aligned and the much-needed visibility is assured is a critical part of the 
journey. Right alignment and callouts using those require intelligent OKR platforms 
which enable you to assign, link, visualize progress and call out early risks with your 
teams breaking away from org bureaucracies and structures. Everyone in the 
company, from leaders to teams, should have visibility to not just their OKRs but also 
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Try it free

https://www.fitbots.com/try-it-free
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that of other teams to drive the right culture of collaboration, sharing success, and 
visualizing how they frame the company’s success story. Talk to us today about how 
Fitbots can help you do this and lots more with our easy-to-use yet sophisticated 
platform.
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https://www.fitbots.com/get-in-touch-all
https://www.fitbots.com/
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